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Abstract: The development and application of a strain sensor using pencil-on-paper is presented in this paper. The use of pencil 

which contains of graphite create a simple sensing technique that can be used to measure the pressure force. When the pressure force is 

applied, the beam will deflect and give a change in resistance. A comparison was made using two different types of pencil 2B and 4B. 

2B pencil was chosen due to the high sensitivity compared to 4B pencil. Sensitivity of the sensor is obtained 0.65 MΩ/cm based on the 

deflection and output resistance. For the application, this sensor has been attached to the latex membrane and observation was made 

for the pressure measurement based on the applied pressure and different surface area. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The uses of pencil-on-paper based sensors has been 

increasing been used in various types of applications such as 

detecting chemicals [1,2], tactile sensor [3], strain 

measurement[4,5], and as a capacitor [6]. It gives advantages 

in terms of light weight, flexible, portable, easy to dispose 

and environment-friendly. A pencil-on-paper based sensors 

can be diversified in many more interesting factors and it is 

also very useful in a limited natural resource situation and it 

can provides a new application in art and electronics [4]. 

This suggests that this pencil-on-paper based sensors 

provides many benefits to the researchers in order to  

enhance the sensor design at the same time saving cost. 

Therefore, the researcher proposed the simple strain sensor 

by using pencil and paper.  

 

Paper-based sensors are an ever-expanding new innovation 

worldwide. This innovation is developed to save cost and is 

made available with easy-to-use materials. Furthermore, this 

paper-based electronics has gained considerable attention. 

There are 12 different grades of pencils has been studied 

from 9B to 2H [5]. By using a pencil, researchers can make a 

simple strain sensor. For this research paper, the pencil-on-

paper strain sensor has been developed which focus on the 

pressure measurement. Two different types of grades 

including 2B and 4B are selected because these two types of 

grades can be easily found in school/university. An 

experiment for pressure measurement is carried out for 

pressure in range 0- 12 kPa and different surface areas. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 

The device design is based on the beam structure and the 

graphite is draw on the section as shown in Figure 1(a). The 

dimension of the beam is 3 cm x 1cm where standard office 

paper was used to fabricate the sensor.  The force is applied 

on the tip of beam where it will bend or stretch and cause the 

strain change. The force applied  is denoted as F, and the 

total strain is ε.  
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where t is a thickness of beam, E is a Elastic modulus, and I 

is a moment of inertia (I=wt
3
/12). The moment M, is 

approximated 

FlM            (2) 

 

By substituting equation (2) and equation moment of inertia 

into equation (1), the strain for pencil-on-sensor strain sensor 

is obtained 
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From the equation above, we can conclude that strain of the 

pencil-on-paper sensor is depends on the force applied, and 

dimension of beam. For this study, the dimension of beam is 

fixed and the applied force is varied. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: (a) The beam structure of pencil-on-paper device; 

(b) The sensing principle of pencil-on-paper device 

 

The graphite of pencil is used to convert the strain into 
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resistance changes where it is depends on the particles 

movement. Figure 1(b) shows the movement of the particles 

for different shapes including normal, compressing and 

stretching. Before the force is applied, the shape of particle is 

normal and the resistance value is constant. Applying the 

force downward will cause the stretching where position of 

the graphite particles to be distant from one another, as a 

result the value of resistance will increase. Meanwhile, 

applying the force upward will compress the position of 

graphite particles and make is to be close to each other, 

which decrease the resistance value. In conclusion, the 

number of connected particles depends on the change of 

movement. The size of draw graphite is fixed for two types of 

pencils 2B and 4B as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: The same pattern is used for both 2B and 4B 

pencil  

 

3. Result and Discussion 
 

3.1 Preliminary Test 

 

For a measurement, a sensor is connected to the digital 

multimeter with the help of wires and crocodile clips. For the 

preliminary test, the deflection is applied and resistance is 

recorded. As expected, two types of pencil grades give 

different output. The deflection is measured downward from 

the positive x-axis starting 0.5 cm to 2.5 cm..  

 

 
Figure 3: Deflection-Resistance change for 2B and 4B 

pencils. 

 

The measured resistance of the sensor varies from 0.44 MΩ 

to 1.64 MΩ for 2B pencil, and from 0.24 MΩ to 0.55 MΩ for 

4B pencil. The linear fit for 2B pencil in equation (4) and 4B 

pencil in equation (5) are obtained 

 

y = 0.648x - 0.038          (4) 

y = 0.146x + 0.157         (5) 

The regression R
2
 values for 2B pencil and 4B pencil were 

0.9345 and 0.9169 respectively. This implies that the 

experimental data was close to a linear fit. The sensitivity of 

the sensor obtained was about 0.65 MΩ/cm for 2B pencil and 

0.15 MΩ/cm for 4B pencil. Therefore, the 2B pencil types is 

selected and suitable to be used for next experiment. 

 

3.2 Sensor Application 

 

In this work, the application is focused on the pressure 

measurement by using latex membrane. The developed 

pencil-on-paper strain sensor is attached to the membrane as 

shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: The experiment setup for sensor application 

 

The pressure is applied to the membrane and it will deflect 

the membrane and sensor. Given the relationship between 

pressure, P surface area, A and force, F  
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where R, t, ʋ and E are the radius, thickness of membrane, 

poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus. In this case, the 

membrane deflection is depends on the applied pressure 

where the membrane deflection is measured by using pencil-

on-paper strain sensor. For the first case, the pressure is 

varied from 0 to 12 kPa and surface area is fixed to 11.2 cm
2
. 

As shown in Figure 5, the resistance change ΔR is increase as 

the pressure increase. Means, the membrane deflection is 

proportional to the applied pressure. 
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Figure 5: The resistance change for applied pressure 

 

Then, the comparison using two different surface area are 

made for area 1 (11.2 cm
2
) and area 2 (17.0 cm

2
). The graph 

in Figure 6 shows the relation between applied force and 

surface area. As we can see,  the large area that is area 2 give 

low resistance change compared to area 1, it is prove that the 

large area will reduce the pressure acting on the membrane. 

  

 
Figure 6: The resistanc change for different surface area 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

The simple strain sensor has been successfully developed 

using pencil and paper. The graphite of pencil is used to 

convert the strain into resistance changes. 2B pencil was 

chosen based on its sensitivity compared to 4B pencil. The 

applied pressure using different surface area may give the 

difference output response where large surface area reducing 

the resistance change.  

 

5. Future Work 
 

In future work, this sensor will be test for various types of 

applications such as monitoring pressure distribution for 

vehicle and air flow inside the tunnel. 
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